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Why Python

• Clean and easy-to-understand syntax

• Easy to learn
• Matlab-like: a lot of modules that implement Matlab’s 

functionality and has the same syntax

• Widely used and (almost) cross-platform
• Most likely already installed on your desktop/laptop!
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alldata = cPickle.load(open(filename1, 'rb')) 
alldata.sort(reverse=True, key = itemgetter(0))
i=0  
while alldata[i][0] > 60:
    i += 1
print len(alldata[i:])

numpy       – array computing  
matplotlib – plot library  
scipy          – statistics library  
scitools      – united interface to graphical packages 
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How to start

• Just type 'python' and press enter! 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Exit with Ctrl-D
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10:23 AM login-0-1 ~> python
Python 2.7.9 (default, Mar  9 2015, 10:43:28)
[GCC Intel(R) C++ gcc 4.4 mode] on linux2
Type "help", "copyright", "credits" or "license" for more 
information.
>>>
10:24 AM login-0-1 ~>
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Other invocations

• If you have Python code in a file (i.e., a Python script):

• To just run a couple of commands directly:

• If you need to execute some commands from a file and 
then continue interactively:
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10:29 AM login-0-1 ~> python my_file.py

10:31 AM login-0-1 ~> python -c 'print "6*7"; print 6*7'

10:31 AM login-0-1 ~> python -i my_file.py
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Indentation

• There are no delimiters (except «:»)! 
• Blocks of code are separated by indentation

• This means that white-spaces are important!
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if (a > 0):  
    a = a * (-1) 
else:
    a =2

if (a > 0):
a = a * (-1) <<<< WHERE Is Indentation?
else: 
    a= 2
print a 
    print a+2 <<<< WHAT Is This Indentation Doing Here?
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Variables in Python

• A variable is something with a value that may change.  
 
Simply put, a variable is just a box that you can put stuff in. 
You can tag this box and identify it by the tag later.

• Python is dynamically typed, no type declaration needed

– But once the variable has a type – it matters!  
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data1 = 1  
data2 = 'abc'
data3 = [1,2,3,4,5]
data1 = 'now i am a string'

data1 = 1
data2 = '2'
data3 = data2 + data1 <<<< ERROR
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Numbers and strings

• You can assign multiple variables in one go
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data1 = 1 # it's an integer 
data2 = 2.0 # it's real

str1 = 'a string'
str2 = "i am a string too"
str3 = """and me too!""" 

print data1 + data2 # we can add numbers
print str1 + str2 # and we can concatenate strings
print str3 + str(data1) # and we can turn one into another
str4 = 'I learned C and I want a newline now.\nWill I have it?'
print str4 # Yes, you will

v = ('a', 'b', 'e') 
(x, y, z) = v 
print x, y, z
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Numbers and strings (continued)

• What can we do with numbers?

• What can we do with strings 
(apart from concatenation)? 
– Well, actually a lot and more, using 

inherent string functions
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a+b addition
a-b subraction
a*b multiplication
a/b division
a//b floor division
a%b modulo
-a negation
abs(a) absolute value
a**b exponent
math.sqrt(a) square root

str1.isdigit() is this string actually a digit?

str1.isspace() is this string only a 
combination of whitespaces? 

str1.split(',') break string into parts, that 
are originally separated by 
commas 
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Dictionaries
• A set of key-value pairs (like hash map)

– Values can be anything, even dictionaries

– Keys can be integer, strings and some more types (but it's a bit advanced)
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d = {"server":"mpilgrim", "database":"master"} # it's a dictionary 
server_name = d["server"] # this is how you can address elements 
d["username"] = "anders123" # this is how you can add elements
del d["database"] # and this is how you can delete them
# but you can only use keys for addressing, not values
print d["anders123"] <<<<< ERROR 

# and keys are case sensitive!
d["Username"] = "anders456" # this is a new element in the 
dictionary!

d = {"server": {"url":"http://uio.no", "username":"anders123"}}
print d["server"]["url"]

# you can mix integer and strings as keys
d = {"server":"mpilgrim", "database":"master", 1:"something"}
print d[1]
# but just don't forget key types
print d["1"] <<<<< ERROR There is no string "1" in keys, only integer 1
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Lists
• Maybe the most used datatype in Python
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l = [ "server", "database", "username" ] # this is a list 

second_element = l[1] # get the second element of the list 
last_element = l[-1]  # get the last element of the list
sub_list = l[1:-1]    # get a new list with all elements from second to last 

l.append("password")                # add an element to the end
l.insert(2,"url")                   # insert an element
l.extend([ "contact", "location" ]) # extend the list with a list
# by the way, replace extend with append in the last line, print the list 
# see what happens :) 

l.remove("database") # and that's how you can delete elements 
l.pop()              # or like this 
del l[-1]            # or like this

# you can concatenate lists 
l_new = [1,2,3] + [4,5,6]
# or repeat list elements 
l_new += [8] * 3
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Tuples

• Tuple is an immutable list (you can't change it)

– Tuples are faster than lists
– Tuples can be used as keys for dictionaries
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t = ( "server", "database", "username" ) # this is a tuple 

second_element = l[1] # get the second element of the list 
last_element = l[-1]  # get the last element of the list
sub_list = l[1:-1]    # get a new list with all elements from 
second to last

l.append("password")                <<<<< ERROR
l.insert(2,"url")                   <<<<< ERROR
l.extend([ "contact", "location" ]) <<<<< ERROR

l.remove("database") <<<<< ERROR
l.pop()              <<<<< ERROR
del l[-1]            <<<<< ERROR

users = {("anders", "jon", "helga"):"administrators"} 
print users[("anders","jon", "helga")]
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Sets

• Set is an unordered list that does not allow duplicates

– Set is faster than list and tuple for high number of values 
– Set supports mathematical set operations (intersection, union, difference, 

…)
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a=set([1, 2, 3])
print a

# you can call add with duplicates
a.add(3)
# but see if it has any effect
print a 

# remove works fine 
a.remove(3) 

# indexing does not (remember, it's unordered) 
print a[0] <<<<< ERROR 

# there's also frozenset, like tuple for sets 
frozen_a = frozenset([1, 2, 3])
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Objects

• In python – everything's an object! 
– numbers
– strings
– list
– tuples 
– dictionaries
– functions
– modules
– EVERYTHING!

• Yes, object-oriented programming is supported :)
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Decision control

• Python uses boolean logic
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a = 6
b = 7
c = 42
print (1, a == 6)
print (2, a == 7)
print (3, a == 6 and b == 7) 
print (4, a == 7 and b == 7) 
print (5, not a == 7 and b == 7) 
print (6, a == 7 or b == 7) 
print (7, a == 7 or b == 6)
print (8, not (a == 7 and b == 6)) 
print (9, not a == 7 and b == 6)

Expression Result
True and true TRUE
True and false FALSE
False and true FALSE
False and false FALSE

AND
Expression Result
True or true TRUE
True or false TRUE
False or true TRUE
False or false FALSE

OR
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Conditional statement

• 'If' operator is the conditional statement
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if n < 0:
    print ("The absolute value of", n, "is", -n) 
else:
    print ("The absolute value of",n , "is", n)
 
if (bear == 'black_bear'):
    climb_tree = False # black bears can climb trees 
elif (bear == 'grizzly'):
    climb_tree = True  # some grizzlies climb trees, though
else:
    climb_tree = False

Operator Function
< less than

<= less or equal to
> larger than

>= larger or equal to 
== equal to
!= not equal to

Switch is not supported
by python! 
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While loops

• Do something while the expression is true

– While loops can run forever! (stop with Ctrl-C)

– Never-ending loops are not always intended:
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a = 0
while a < 10:
    a += 1
print (a)

while 1 == 1 :
    print 'this loop is forever!'

a=0
while a < 10 :
    print (a)
    print 'Haven\'t you forgotten something?'
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For loops

• Do something a predefined number of times

• Or do something to every element in a container (the 
number of repetitions is still predefined :) 

– For loops can't run forever (unless you do something really wrong)
– All for loops can be done with while loops...  
 
...but for loops are simply more convenient 
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onetoten = range(1,11) 
for count in onetoten: 
    print (count)

demolist = ['life', 42, 'the universe', 6, 'and', 7, 'everything']
for item in demolist: 
    print ("The Current item is: %s" % item)
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Interactive input
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# raw_input
shares = int( raw_input("shares: ") )
price  = float( raw_input("dollars: ") ) 
price += float( raw_input("eights: ") )/8.0 

# but the functionality is limited, be wary of what you're 
entering! 
10:24 AM login-0-1 ~> python stock.py

shares: 

a bunch
Traceback (most recent call last): 
  File "<stdin>", line 1, in ? 
  File "stock.py", line 3, in ? 
    shares = int( raw_input("shares: ") ) 
ValueError: invalid literal for int(): a bunch 
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Files I/O
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# read entire file
inputFileText = open("testit.txt", "r").read() 
print(inputFileText) 

# read certain amount of bytes from a file 
inputFileText = open("testit.txt", "r").read(123) 
print(inputFileText) 

# read one line at a time
for line in open("testit.txt", "r"): 
    print line 

# write to file
outputFileText = "Here's some text to save in a file" 
open("testit.txt", "w").write(outputFileText) 

# append to file
outputFileText = "Here's some text to add to the existing file." 
open("testit.txt", "a").write(outputFileText)
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Functions

• Break your program into sections 

• Return the values with your functions

• Python already has a lot of built-in useful functions 
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def print_with_excl_marks(something_to_print): 
    print something_to_print + "!!!" 

print_with_excl_marks("Hello")

def make_with_excl_marks(something_to_print): 
    return something_to_print + "!!!" 

new_string = make_with_excl_marks("Hello") 
print new_string

print 
range 
len
set
…
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Modules

• Use collections of other functions in external modules

• Or 
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import time 

#define the variable 'current_time' as a tuple of time.localtime()
current_time = time.localtime()
print(current_time) # print the tuple

# if the year is 2009 (first value in the current_time tuple) 
if current_time[0] == 2009:
    print('The year is 2009') # print the year

import time as t 

current_time = t.localtime() 
print(current_time)
if current_time[0] == 2009: 
    print('The year is 2009')

from time import localtime

current_time = localtime()
print(current_time)
if current_time[0] == 2009: 
    print('The year is 2009')
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Getting more modules

• PyPI – the Python Packaging Index 
 
 
 

– Index of 58,488 packages (and rapidly increasing)
– Best place to start if you are looking for a module 
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# to install SciPy
10:24 AM login-0-1 ~> pip search scipy # search for scipy
# if you have admin rights to the computer:
10:24 AM login-0-1 ~> pip install scipy
# or if you don't have admin rights to the computer:
10:24 AM login-0-1 ~> pip install --user scipy
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More reading

• How to Python
– http://www.diveintopython.net
– http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Python_Programming
– http://docs.python.org/

• Using Python on Abel
– http://www.uio.no/english/services/it/research/hpc/abel/help/software/

Python%202.html
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